Work Environment Preferences

Transition Passport / Vocational / Evaluation Tools

- much supervision
- little supervision

- told how to do things
- shown how to do things

- dress up
- regular clothes
- uniform
Work Environment Preferences

Transition Passport / Vocational / Evaluation Tools

- ○ staying in one place
- ○ moving around
  - or
- ○ same work
- ○ different work
  - or
- ○ fast work
- ○ slower work
  - or
Work Environment Preferences

Transition Passport / Vocational / Evaluation Tools

- many people
- few people
- alone

- lifting
- no lifting

- sitting
- standing
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Transition Passport / Vocational / Evaluation Tools

- clean
- dirty

- inside
- outside

- loud
- quiet
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